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30 Brazilian architect of nightmarish, 

ultra-modern planned capital Brasilia 

(inaugurated 1960) (initials) 
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Across Down 
    

1 Vicious dog 1 Fascist-era pope (1939-58) at centre of  
8 Early 20th Century European potentate   controversy about Vatican wartime “silence”  

 depicted in famous wartime propaganda as   (beatification dropped by John Paul II in  

 drooling, hairy, all-devouring beast  interest of “unity”) (4, 3) 

10 Where does the famous disgraced national  2 Belief in the existence of God (or gods) 

 anthem of Germany locate The Fatherland in  3 Modern fascist state in which Johnny Rotten 

 relation to all others?  called for anarchist insurrection 
12 Lovely river in Northern Italy 4 Barbaric form of execution prescribed in  

13 Modern method of execution used to kill  Deuteronomy for major transgression of the  

 Timothy McVeigh in Terre Haute, Indiana in  Law (idolatry, adultery, breaking the Sabbath)  
 June 2001 (initials)  also Sharia (highway robbery, blaspheming 

14 Lodge, instructor, pants, lift, jump, bunnies  the Prophet, drinking alcohol etc., etc.) 

15 Mysterious Japanese soldier assassin body-  5 What is Kimba (king of animals in Africa)? 
 guards with swords, star-knives and scary  6 French painter (?1593-1652) known for  

 socks and thongs look  melancholy, candle-lit religious scenes such  

17 6,000,000 (initials)  as the penitent Magdalene (2-2-4) 
19 A terrible iniquity (initials) 9 Poetic symbol of divine Japanese nation (6, 3) 

20 The killing of a living thing as a sacrifice to a  11 Bela Kun or bad karma or Big Kev (initials) 

 deity 16 Present state of Illich Ramirez Sanchez, Ted  
22 Maiden in Greek myth ravished by Zeus and   Kaczynski and Ramzi Yousef (also Sirhan  

 turned into a white heifer by Hera  Sirhan and Lord Archer) 

23 Drag, heave, carry, haul, schlep 18 Adorable US sit-com character played by  
24 Persons who shoot from a concealed or   Brandy 

 protected position (like troubled lass from  21 A pile, stack or heap of something 

 Texas who didn’t like Mondays) 25 “What I have written I have written” Which  
27 Conceal, cover, envelope completely to hide   Latin letters, affixed by Pontius Pilate to the  

 from view  top of the cross, indicate “Nazareth”, “King” 
29 “I am terrified by the fearless power in the   and “Jews”? 

 eyes of the mainstream psychiatrist and  26 Ugly dog  

 haunted by the powerless fear in the eyes of  27 Gripping US hospital drama with George  

 the average patient” Troubled Scottish   Clooney as brilliant, yet troubled pediatrician 

 psychoanalyst barred from practicing shortly 28 Prolific American director (The Pawnbroker,  

 before death for being “inebriated and   The Iceman Cometh, Long Day’s Journey  
 unprofessional” (1, 1, 5)  into Night, Equus etc., etc., etc.) (initials) 

 


